
Overview
This Supermarket Chain is regarded as one 

of Switzerland’s largest enterprise. They are 

prices that are halfway between retail and 

wholesale.

Founded more than 80 years ago as a 

private business, they have evolved into 

a cooperative in the 1940’s and are now 

known as Switzerland’s biggest employer. 

Around two million Swiss are members of this 

enterprise’s cooperative which makes them 

a supermarket chain owned by customers. 

They have 38 shopping centers and 499 

supermarkets in Switzerland.

This Swiss Supermarket Chain has expanded 

to other locations around Switzerland, France 

and Turkey. Their brand is also applied to 

other industries like hotels, gasoline stations, 

department stores – to name a few.

The   establishment   of   a   process 
management    and    communication
solution for our restaurants was a major 
task, complicated by the number and the 
geographical situation of 184 restaurants. 
EGS with the software EGS CALCMENU Web 
(Internet Kiosk Interactive) has proved a 
major asset to establish and implement the 
new working process on time.

  - CM, Department of Gastronomy

Decision-making using real-time 
information allows this Swiss 
Supermarket Chain to have a daily vision 
on sales results
The procurement and supply of ingredients required 
to prepare the menus is done in a centralized manner. 
On a weekly basis, the headquarters prepare menu 
plans three weeks in advance for all the restaurants of 
this large Swiss Cooperative. 

menu is common to all restaurants while the other 
two menus are chosen independently in the recipe 
database of the restaurant. Each restaurant manager 
determines the quantity of a menu which will be 
served in its restaurant. He sends his forecast through 
the Kiosk where he can also see the Gross Margin 

shopping list for all the Cooperative’s restaurants 
found around Switzerland. The purchase and supply 
of ingredients are also made by the headquarters.

reasons that they were selected to propose a solution 
to the needs of this client’s restaurants. The main 

- a single database and sharing of recipes for 10 of this
  Enterprise’s cooperatives

- to establish a performance management process for
  a chain of more than 180 restaurants with a software
  solution using the Internet

- the solution should be integrated in an already
   existing technical environment  

  Results

 Reduced the cost and
 improved the quality
 of management
 
 Enable low-cost,
 centralised serices

 Improved performance
 and reliability of
 collaboration tools

  Software solution  

 EGS CALCMENU Web
 EGS Kiosk

  In use

 Since 2008

   Activity

 Supermarket chain
 and cooperative

   Location

 Switzerland

Case Study: Supermarket Chain and Cooperative



- the software should be multilingual (French,
  German and Italian)

- it should also allow the establishment of an
  interactive Internet kiosk 

- management of nutrients and allergens

EGS CALCMENU Web + EGS Kiosk

EGS CALCMENU Web + EGS Kiosk  responded perfectly 
to the needs of this Cooperative enterprise. Its 
integration into the existing technical environment 

CALCMENU Web + EGS Kiosk to standardize their 
recipes and menus and disseminate the planned 
out menus and recipes through their Kiosk. The 
restaurant outlets connect to the Kiosk where they 
can search and print recipe lists and details. It has 

quickly obtained an increase in productivity and of 
course, substantial savings. 

Likewise, through the Menu Planning feature in 
their EGS CALCMENU Web Kiosk, they are also able 

certain margins for each of their recipes. If certain 

adjustments on their marketing strategies for some 
non-saleable items in their menu.

About EGS

EGS has developed intelligent desktop and 

Management Solutions for the foodservice 
professionals who need to control their food costs, 
keep track of their inventory levels and costs and at 
the same time, keep the standards and quality of their 
menus.

EGS is the only software company that can provide 
you with solutions that focus on solving your needs 
and problems, increase bottom line and minimize 
food costs. Our solutions enable you to monitor the 

menu engineering and at the same time, manage 
your recipes and menus in a fast and easy way. 

With over 21 years of combined technology and 
culinary expertise, EGS is undoubtedly a credible 
and trusted solutions provider for the foodservice 
industry.
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The working process allows this Supermarket 
chain to:

  Establish a centralized management and 
 

  
   Menu Engineering with instant access to 
 information  

  Have a multi-lingual solution for employees  
 
 communication

  Control sales forecasts, validate the choices 
 of menu and correct future sales

 Centralize recipe data 
 Optimize management of purchasing 

 and supply

  Have an accurate calculation of menu costs   
 since suppliers’ prices of ingredients used in   
 recipes are automatically used in food costing  

  Nutrient and allergen information

SAP, AXAPTA, NAVISION etc.
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